# of Unique enrollees | BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF NM | MOLINA HEALTHCARE | PRESBYTERIAN HEALTH PLAN | UNITEDHEALTHCARE COMMUNITY PLAN | FFS - Full Benefit | FFS - Partial Benefit | Grand Total
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
Parents and Caretakers (Non Expansion Adults) | 435 | 880 | 760 | 198 | 418 | 2,689 |
Pregnant Women | 178 | 310 | 788 | 87 | 81 | 803 |
Supplemental Security Income Related | 1,151 | 3,638 | 4,792 | 386 | 1,272 | 10,841 |
CYFD Children | 812 | 1,270 | 2,646 | 353 | 975 | 6,054 |
Refugees and Refugees | 1 | 1 | | | | 2 |
Transitional Medicaid | 216 | 424 | 396 | 33 | 138 | 1,407 |
Working Qualified | 6 | 8 | 8 | 1 | 9 | 36 |
Institutional Care | | | | | | 0 |
Home & Community Based Waiver | 51 | 36 | 76 | 37 | 8 | 309 |
Developmental Disabled | 50 | 118 | 289 | 29 | 17 | 354 |
Family Planning | | | | | | 0 |
Capped Medicaid Beneficiary | | | | | | 0 |
Medicaid Premium Only (SLIM & QI) | | | | | | 0 |
Other Adult Group/Expansion | 2,592 | 4,587 | 4,649 | 1,611 | 1,896 | 15,425 |
Children, including CHIP and not in another category | 45,977 | 112,018 | 114,926 | 14,928 | 38,759 | 368,750 |
Grand Total | 51,565 | 123,566 | 127,437 | 17,583 | 44,006 | 2,876 | 367,517 |

For additional notes and descriptions of categories, see Summary